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At a time when the Red Scare could utterly destroy the lives of any non-conformist
(yes, this is undeniably part of United States history), Ray Bradbury rebelliously wrote
Fahrenheit 451. This was a difficult time in American history when loyalty oaths, an
irrational fear of Communism, and Cold War ethics reigned supreme. Ray Bradbury used
Science Fiction to explore, “the art of the possible… to look into the future but it’s really
looking at a reflection of what is already in front of us.”1 With Fahrenheit 451 Bradbury
realized this aim.
My mission is to build off of the multitude of previous works by synthesizing their
interpretations and extending them to illuminate the value of Bradbury’s novel. My work will
stand in contrast to the existing literature by using a decidedly more intention lectoris
(intention of the reader) interpretation style.2 Fahrenheit 451 was a product of its time and
ours. Every novel operates and is rooted in a certain time period and it even remains relevant
today. It served as Bradbury’s vehicle to instruct Americans on the reality of a sociopolitical
world dominated by mutually assured destruction, mass homogenization of culture, and Cold
War strife.
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Analysis on Fahrenheit 451 can be divided into three major camps. The first of these
camps analyze the novel’s themes of censorship. However, they mainly focus on motivations
for the novel in Bradbury’s personal life (i.e. the burning of the Library of Alexandria that had
an affect on him as well as Nazi book burning). These sources rely too much on Bradbury’s
own interpretation of his novel. Bradbury claims that Fahrenheit 451 shows that “danger is
what is not going on in our schools,” referring to growing illiteracy that makes people
vulnerable to propaganda. Additionally, issues like contradictory minority group agendas and
the importance of libraries against mind numbing mass culture that is “moronic at the lowest
level” shows Bradbury’s true feelings.3 This emphasis that Bradbury has pushed in most
interviews guides the discourse to focus too much on literacy censorship and the fate of
libraries/ignorant masses.4
Another camp evaluates the novel as a triumph of Science Fiction literary flair and
subject matter. However, it lacks historical context that is so crucial in understanding
Fahrenheit 451.5 Yet from those sources it is important to understand the literary value of the
novel as it connects to its genre. A lot of background information comes from the fact that the
novel is rooted in the specific historical moment of the 1950s “Golden Age” of Science
Fiction.
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Lastly, some fit the novel into the historical context of the time when Bradbury was
writing. These authors draw on specific historical events like McCarthyism, Cold War
politics, and the rise of mass culture through advertising. However, they do not go into
significant depth (based on the wealth of historical parallels) and at best offer a cursory oversimplified analysis of the historical issues that Bradbury could have drawn on for inspiration.6
For example, Paul Bryan’s article, “Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 and the Dystopian
Tradition” only gives random historical facts about the 1950s and doesn’t synthesize the
information well. Other works like McGiveron’s article touches on the 50s but likewise
misses building the foundation for Fahrenheit 451 in any historical depth.7
While there are various ways of looking at Fahrenheit 451, they need to be brought
together by understanding the contemporary swell of events that moved Bradbury to write in a
rebellious tone. These events will best be understood by also synthesizing the sociopolitical
reality surrounding the publishing of this novel. This synthesis will lead to a more holistic
view of the novel. The only way of approaching Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 is by
combining context, genre, and historical evidence. Sam Weller, his most extensive
biographer, seems to be striving for that ideal but his pitfall is that he focuses too much on
biography and is too cautious about offending Bradbury by defying his interpretation of his
own novels. Bradbury cleverly created a “lesson plan” in Fahrenheit 451 by drawing on
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contemporary thought and events. My analysis will bring together the works that show that
Bradbury opened the eyes of his fellow citizens to the realities that he saw in his society and
government at that time in America.
Fahrenheit 451 is set in a future that is “immediate, personal, and intimate, to create
an atmosphere that is ‘strange rather than extravagant.’” Bradbury wanted the book to remain
relatable, so he created the, “‘world as we know it, but with a slight anticipation in time.’”8 It
chronicles the life of a fireman in the future, Guy Montag, who actually sets books on fire to
keep the public ignorantly happy. Guy is the main pusher of this sensory driven, hedonistic
society. His wife Mildred is the main consumer. She always has “seashell” radio buds in her
ears, is engrossed by mindless short sitcoms (with characters which she affectingly calls
“family”), and has an irrational fear of the subversive nature of books. Guy’s life completely
changes when he meets a “troubled” young girl Clarisse McClellan, who prompts him to
evaluate his life and work. The novel traverses Guy’s constant inner-struggle and outward
battle between conforming to social norms while flirting with the subversive desire to read
books. He meets both obstacles and supporters (fire captain Beatty and former professor
Faber, respectively) in his quest for knowledge. The novel chronicles Montag’s spiral
downward, out of his respected position as a fireman; it also follows his rise to a “wannabe”
academic trying to find like-minded individuals to salvage the world. This all culminates in a
very public police chase which stops only after an innocent man is killed and the city is
destroyed by an atomic bomb. The final scene is a poignant reflection on the possibility that
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Guy and his hobo academics can rebuild the world anew, like a phoenix rising from the
ashes.9
Fahrenheit 451 cemented Bradbury as one of the most impressive writers of the midtwentieth century and his novel contributed immensely to the development of the troubled
history of Science Fiction. “The only book I’ve written that’s science fiction is Fahrenheit
451. That’s political and psychological science fiction,” a surprising claim from a man who is
often identified exclusively with the Science Fiction genre.10 In various interviews, he is
contentious about being labeled as any sort of author bound by a genre because writing under
a formula is too restrictive because according to Bradbury, “a good writer creates out of
need.”11 Therefore, the reader is able to fluidly place him among different genres based on
their perceived understanding of his stories. With Fahrenheit 451 he considered himself a
Science Fiction author because he saw the need of something he “dislike[d] in our society and
explode[d] on spot about it.”12 Understanding the literary time period and genre preceding
Fahrenheit 451 is important in grounding it in terms of historical development.
During the Depression Science Fiction served as a “literature of distraction” that was
quickly and cheaply published for mass consumption.13 His early impression of Science
Fiction revolved around wild stories that were set in “exotic and wonderful locales” which
were almost entirely devoid of literary wealth; these were simple entertainment stories for
people in the gloomy days of the Depression.14 These cheap stories interested and entertained
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Bradbury. However, there was a void left in the genre for a good writer who could create
Science Fiction literature with substance that would spur intellectual discourse.
This early era of “mainstream” Science Fiction was packaged and sold to the public in
“such magazines as Weird Tales and…Amazing Stories.” The literary structure was
discredited as a “branch of escape reading” and the reception of Science Fiction as a genre
was treated as such.15 Outside of the realm of Science Fiction, Bradbury’s fellow Golden Age
Science Fiction author Fredrick Pohl noted that, “there was no television, radio showed little
interest in science, even the daily newspapers covered it scantily and not very well.”16 Prior
to what is known as the “Golden Age of Science Fiction” (the 1940’s through the 1960’s,
when Fahrenheit 451 was published) many literary critics assumed that Science Fiction
would only cater to “the adolescent mind” with “glorious action stories filled with blasters
and super-rockets and energizers.” The main reason why one school district rejected the genre
in the classroom was because “good science fiction, like the good man, is hard to find.”17
However, Science Fiction did engage in current issues and concerns before the “Golden Age.”
The rise of Science Fiction as a genre of social criticism was due to the desire to leave the,
“currently inhospitable field of the present to the more secure area of the distant future or the
past.”18 A major difference between early Science Fiction and the “Golden Age” is that the
stories were less pessimistic, less fatalistic, and more about exploring the exciting “what ifs”
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about a material technical age.19 Bradbury was drawn to Science Fiction and was able to build
on the stories that came before him.
The context of the “Golden Age of Science Fiction” is important to examine in order
to understand the mutual contributions that Fahrenheit 451 had on this genre and how the
genre’s moment in time affected the novel. Bradbury certainly looked like the typical “white,
male North American writers” that completely dominated the Golden Age.20 His publications
before Fahrenheit 451 were highly praised throughout the Science Fiction genre. Fahrenheit
451 was a “win” for popularizing the Science Fiction genre, as well as breaking through its
ranks and having mass appeal. With his novel, Bradbury changed from the “‘Nineteen EightyFour’ mode of outraged anger” and was able to achieve social criticism in the Science Fiction
genre with “under the skin oddness…that is gentle.”21 Bradbury was able to burst onto the
scene with Fahrenheit 451 to help change the attitude toward Science Fiction and it was
reviewed well.
True, this novel got more attention than other Science Fiction works. Yet it still
defined the genre by offering a shining example of the element that other Science Fiction
novels should incorporate to be successful. Just because it was popular across genres did not
remove it from the fact that it was still a Science Fiction novel. In fact, it more so acted as the
catalyst that tapped in to what the readers wanted. It brought in a new hoard of people that
previously did not pay attention to Science Fiction because they did not realize its potential
before Fahrenheit 451. He did give the literary community an example of a writer who could
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“stand head and shoulders above all other Science-Fiction [writers] in our time.” He was still
writing “escape literature” but the difference was that Bradbury’s stories were “bound to the
credo that the primary study of the author is man.”22 This “humano-centric” focus that
Bradbury utilized in Fahrenheit 451 helped Science Fiction gain its due respect.23 In The
History of Science Fiction, Adam Roberts gives this concise summary of the Golden Age that
was characterized by stories “that appeared in Campbell’s Astounding” magazine:
The sorts of stories that Campbell liked were the idea-fictions rooted in recognizable
science (and later in his long career, in pseudo-sciences such as telepathy); can-do
stories about heroes solving problems or overcoming enemies, expansionist humanocentric (and often phallo-centric) narratives, extrapolations of possible technologies
and their social and human impacts…‘it is the man, not the idea of the machine, that is
the essence.’24
This “Golden Age” philosophy perfectly describes Fahrenheit 451 and shows how this
novel really “made” the genre. The “recognizable science” of TVs (yes, larger than they were
in 1953 but not too much of an abstract idea), the familiar suburban setting, and “reverse”
firefighting in Fahrenheit 451 are all things that were easily processed by Americans at that
time. The “can-do” story culminates when Guy realizes that “the fireman structure itself could
be burnt” and sets down the path to restore an academic society.25 The “social and human
impact of technology” is prevalent throughout the book as well. For example, the mechanical
hound would monitor suspected book readers and bring the offenders to justice when the
August Derleth. “Contemporary Science-Fiction.” College English, 13, no. 4 (Jan., 1952): 191.
Roberts, 195‐196.
24 Ibid, 195.
25 Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451, 86.
22
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“four-inch hollow steel needle plunged down from the proboscis of the Hound to inject
massive jolts of morphine” to subdue a subversive book reader.26 Another terrifying human
impact of technology that is showcased in the novel is the atomic bomb that turns the city into
a “heap of baking powder” (but curiously enough Bradbury manages to turn this into a
positive thing).27 It seems that Bradbury had the recipe for success. He operated within the
“Golden Age” of Science Fiction, his political stance as a liberal intellectual and his hard-line
against unregulated technology allowed him to explore his political stance in the literary
Science Fiction world.
While Sam Weller seems to accept Bradbury’s idea that his writing is balanced and
avoids overtly socially liberal ideals, it is clear that Bradbury’s novels were strongly
influenced by his more liberal slant during this time. Bradbury “volunteered for the Adlai
Stevenson campaign” and worked on Eugene McCarthy’s presidential bid in the 60s, so there
is tangible evidence that throughout his early years he had strongly aligned with the
Democratic Party.28 In 1952, Bradbury was fed up with politics as usual in Washington, DC.
A very telling speech that shows his liberal leanings was given before the National Women’s
Committee of Brandeis University. This came directly after the election of Dwight D.
Eisenhower, a decidedly conservative victory. The speech, “No Man is an Island”, was a
risky, “rallying cry extolling the virtues of free speech, the power of the written word” to
which Bradbury has even remarked he, “was on a roll” while railing against the closed
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political conservative climate.29 Bradbury’s publications that came before Fahrenheit 451,
like “The Big Black and White Game” examine race relations and show his more socially
liberal values.30 It is undeniable that even the novel directly preceding Fahrenheit 451 is
influence by a liberal slant on issues. In his famous Science Fiction novel, The Martian
Chronicles there are, “musings on environmental issues, nuclear proliferation, colonization,
and war.”31 The novel shows that Bradbury could not separate his political ideology from
influencing his books. Even so, Bradbury is hesitant to apply any political labels to himself or
his writing, but the affect that his political slant has on the themes in his novels before
Fahrenheit 451 proves how Bradbury was not afraid to make statements through his fantastic
stories.
The themes in Fahrenheit 451 were shaped by Bradbury’s status as a post-WWII
liberal intellectual and honorable representative of the Science Fiction genre. In order to more
clearly evaluate how Bradbury’s political ideology influenced his writing it is important to
look at one specific subject, such as technology. Bradbury undoubtedly understood that the
atomic bomb and the growing interest in a world full of technological advancements helped
Science Fiction (and Fahrenheit 451) to “break out of its ‘literary ghetto,’ as [it] began to
appear in mass-circulation magazines like Collier's and the Saturday Evening Post.”32
However, unlike many of his contemporaries (think Isaac Asimov), Bradbury seemed
“violently opposed to machinery in almost any form” because of what he thought it could do

Weller. The Bradbury Chronicles. New York: William Morrow, 2005, 195.
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to the masses.33 This peculiar stance against technology, while not completely foreign to
Science Fiction, can best be understood in the tension created by Bradbury’s place as a liberal
in this conservative age in America. In addition to his “Island” speech, Bradbury’s liberal
stance is showcased in his 1952 “Letter to the Republican Party.” In the letter, he publicly
declared that there is “too much fear in a country that has no right to be afraid” and demands
that the Republican’s “leave our individual rights alone.” He even goes as far to say, “God
help us if you lay a hand on any one of us again or try to twist the Constitution…to your
purposes.”34 It was impossible for his stance as a liberal thinker not to cross with his dislike
for technology. True, for some the idea of more technology brings liberation and happiness.
Bradbury and Fahrenheit 451, however, operate on the assumption that technology has the
power for good but is oftentimes used for evil at the hands of the masses.
This idea of being reserved on the issue of technology was ingrained in Bradbury
when he saw the abuses of his government and mass thought, even before such advanced
technology that he was dreaming up became a reality. Technology would only exacerbate the
abuses against the masses. In The Liberal Mind in a Conservative Age, Richard Pells
describes Fahrenheit 451 and Bradbury’s motivations perfectly. His thesis is that liberals (and
by extension liberal literature) during the 1950s rebelled against cultural and social norms and
were “ever more skeptical of grandiose projects to remodel...human nature.”35Although,
Fahrenheit 451 never abandons the liberal political activism that Pells deemphasized.
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Bradbury harmoniously integrates the social critique along with the political critique to create
a well-rounded piece on American thought from a liberal perspective.
Fahrenheit 451 could be seen as a socio-political treatise while Science Fiction served
as the perfect genre to make Bradbury’s intellectual case. The novel extrapolates the power of
technology in the hands of the aforementioned oppressive conservatives who could disguise
the dumbing down of America through mass culture.36 Bradbury was a self-taught
intellectual, which fundamentally required his novel to be “opposed to the insidious, leveling
forces of mass culture,” in the words of brilliant historian George Cotkin.37 This charged him
with exposing, for example, the “suburban phenomenon of inexpensive and bland housing,
[which] represented the future as conformity and complacency.”38 No man who was so
attuned to the realities of his world to such a degree as Bradbury would ever feel comfort in a
future of conformity. Therefore, Bradbury used Fahrenheit 451 to “tear down” the things he
hated about society while trying to purport this “great truth [he] want[ed] to tell, without
pontificating.”39 However, it is worth noting that many SF writers, “have chosen to work in
this medium for artistic reasons and are, only incidentally, social reformers,” but social
reformers nonetheless.40 It seems like Science Fiction both lends itself easily to make socially
reforming stories and attracts talent that is often interested in making a change. This tactic of
using Science Fiction as a way to speak out was well received by many and scrutinized by
others.
36
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In 1953, book reviews and literature commentators had plenty to say about the novel;
some critics hated it, some loved it, while others were confused and cautious about it. To be
certain, in most circles the “book was warmly received in 1953.”41 Even though it was widely
reviewed in a positive light Bradbury has publicly stated that, “none of my books sell worth a
damn when they first come out.” 42 Those that positively received Fahrenheit 451 admire the
novel for helping people understand that the United States was not too far from the reality of
Bradbury’s story. They also admiringly praised Bradbury as a talented Science Fiction writer
with a penchant towards exposing the near future in new ways. Doug Guzman of the LA
TIMES said that, “Bradbury has taken today’s fear of dangerous thoughts and words…and he
has projected this fear…Bradbury does not like the civilization in which we exist”; he praises
Bradbury for waking people up to reality with such stylistic prose and engaging storytelling.43
Orville Prescott from the NY TIMES claims, “Mr. Bradbury’s account of this insane world,
which bears many alarming resemblances to our own, is fascinating.”44 While still another
reviewer commented that Fahrenheit 451 should “step out and take hold of you” because
“recent tendencies” in American history point to the fact that Bradbury examined fundamental
problems with American society and “simply carried these ideas to their logical
conclusions.”45 These positive reviews indicate that there was a receptive audience in 1953
that had the same cautionary eye as Bradbury. This novel came at the tail end of McCarthyism
so the American public saw the rise and fall of radical censorship and witch-hunt tactics.
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Other reviewers, representative of another typically more conservative segment of the
population, understood the points of Fahrenheit 451 but criticized it on multiple levels.
The negative reviews and reception of Fahrenheit 451 came from people who were
angered that Bradbury would even try to make such dastardly claims against the United States
during the Cold War.46 For example, in The Denver Post in 1953 Roscoe Fleming believed
that the story put “man’s ego…under direct attack” while another critic lambastes the novel
because it “predict[ed] a future grim enough to please the sourest of contemporary
pessimists.”47 While this doesn’t sound outwardly critical, the way many reviewers write
makes it sound like Bradbury had personally offended all Americans. These negative reviews
didn’t necessarily attack Bradbury’s interpretation of America at that time, but rather hated
what Bradbury exposed. J. McComas from the NY TIMES thought that the book was
uncomfortable because it portrays many fundamental parts of American culture (technology,
automobiles, and tv) in a way that is “grisly” and “unsettling.”48 The substance of the
numerous reviews, both positive and negative on Fahrenheit 451, show that Bradbury was
particularly adept at making meaningful connections that were obvious to his audience
through the genre of Science Fiction. By sticking to the principles purported by Campbell,
Bradbury was able to make claims and model his novel around political and social statements
that the public actually understood. Whether or not the public cared to apply the criticisms to
their lives is another story. Fahrenheit 451 was a controversial novel that was written at a
difficult time in American history because it elicited strong emotions on both sides of its
46
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interpretation. However, it was not as hated or polarizing some might think. Bradbury has
even stated that, “few people attacked me for writing an anti-McCarthy novel. I was able to
propagandize without getting myself stoned or pummeled.”49 Yet it wasn’t overlooked. This
is further evidenced by the fact that the U.S. government investigated him and there was an
FBI file made on him.50 Therefore, Bradbury subjected himself to a lot of risk that was
involved with publishing this type of “in your face” novel that challenged mainstream
American values.
One of the reasons that the novel was such a risky hit and has continued to resonate
with readers was the legacy of McCarthyism that gripped the United States right as Bradbury
was writing. In letters to Rupert Hart-Davis, a prominent editor at that time, Bradbury
discussed how “urgently BB [Ballantine Books] wants to publish this new volume with things
as they are with Senator McCarthy in this country.”51 He had worked in Hollywood and knew
the power of the government over authors of subversive literature. This risky political climate
was unfriendly to anything that even hinted at being subversive which forced Bradbury to
take innovate steps to get Fahrenheit 451 published. When he “couldn’t sell to any magazine
because they were all running scared” he defiantly published excerpts in one of the first issues
of Playboy in 1953. Luckily, the editors were brave enough to say “the hell with what
McCarthy thinks.”52 The defiant tone of Bradbury and Fahrenheit 451 shows that he was
aware of the repercussions but was either very dedicated (and possibly too rebellious) to pull
back or tone down his role as America’s cautionary teacher. However, it was a good thing that
49
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the “genre was also marginalized and not widely regarded as serious, mainstream literature”
in the very early 1950s. So when Bradbury published Fahrenheit 451 simply the fringe aspect
of the genre kept it out of the direct brunt of the House Un-American Committee hearings.53
While the novel itself was very popular and gained a lot of notoriety the ideas toward Science
Fiction as a genre, in the eyes of the old men running the government, helped prevent it from
being seen as an immediate threat. Still, after publishing Fahrenheit 451 Bradbury found out
that he had an FBI file. He simply responded, “the book was pointing the finger at the
Communists too…I don’t care if the FBI spies on me.”54 The context of the novel and
Bradbury’s place in 1950s American culture sets the stage for the many issues that he deals
with directly. One major issue set shows how the 1950s audience deals with the
reverberations from World War II.
World War II affected the American psyche and resulted in mass geopolitical stress in
the late 40s and early 50s (when Fahrenheit 451 was conceived and written), which shows
through in the novel. Direct historical motivation from WWII is illuminated early on in
Bradbury’s life when he was “sitting in a Los Angeles movie theater when he first saw
newsreel footage of Nazis burning books.” This image stunned him because he said they
were, “burning my alma mater” (Bradbury had no formal college training) and he decided
then and there that, “I hated book burners and I loved libraries.”55 With post-WWII issues, it
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is interesting to see how Fahrenheit 451 deals with the rising tension in the more militarized
society of the 1950s after the dropping of the Atomic Bomb and the rise of containment.
On one hand technical advancement showed American ingenuity and superiority in the
Cold War. Yet it forced people to “contemplate the destruction of the entire human race as a
plausible, short-term scenario for humanity,” which became a terrifyingly real possibility
when the USSR acquired the H-Bomb in 1953.56 Montag’s society in Fahrenheit 451 is
constantly bombarded with violent war propaganda about how: “We have mobilized a million
men. Quick victory is ours if war comes” while bombers light up the sky as the society is
always on the brink of another war.57 Later in the novel, Montag gets fed up with the
pervasive military presence at all times. In front of Mildred’s friends he exasperatingly asks,
“how the hell did those bombers get up there every single second of our lives! We’ve started
and won two atomic wars…we’ve forgotten the world” and continues to ponder how the
world became so aggressive and hateful.58 This constant tension shows how clearly this novel
is a post-WWII book and Bradbury was using it to speak for his fellow Americans who were
constantly on edge after seeing the astounding destruction that brought the war to an end.
Montag’s experience sheds light on the attitude that some people felt towards the
militarization of societies in the Cold War. In a survey of thousands of American high school
students who were prompted with questions about a possible nuclear war, “time and time
again, the students described their universe as a highly uncertain one, its people greedy and
irrational, its future questionable.” These students in the 50s sound like they’re describing the
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world of Fahrenheit 451! Furthermore the study concluded that, “the terror and horror of
nuclear war are immediate and vivid for young people and the threat of nuclear war
contributes to their tendencies toward impulsivity and immediacy” which shows possibly why
Bradbury would have such a strong anti-war protagonist.59 In a more immediate way,
Bradbury uses Montag to show that “the growing political and cultural authority of science in
the nuclear age meant that science itself came to be feared as a potentially totalitarian
force.”60 By looking into the issues that are important to Montag, Fahrenheit 451 becomes a
case study that illuminates the conversation that the scientific community was having right
after the Atomic Bomb was dropped. The Manhattan Project scientists, along with many
people in society, started to ponder the “international ramifications of the atomic bomb and
the steps necessary to avoid future nuclear warfare” and “they carried on a lively and
imaginative campaign for civilian and international control of atomic energy” which
successfully culminated in the McMahon Act.61 No wonder there was such a constant tension
between seeing technology as a saving grace and as a powerfully destructive world ending
force.
However, not all of this attention on political consciousness and world issues spurred
great political activism in the United States during the time directly proceeding WWII. In fact,
it often had the opposite affect on people who were simply trying to ignore the reality.
According to Sam Weller, “it appeared as if economically prosperous Americans had
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forgotten the war years,” which Bradbury illuminated in Fahrenheit 451.62 When Mildred has
a viewing party, Montag notices that the women’s husbands are away. When he inquires
about their husbands, one woman says “Army called Pete yesterday. He’ll be back next
week…quick war…I’m not worried” and continues to nonchalantly talk about how “it’s
always someone else’s husband who dies.” Absolutely devoid of emotion and desensitized to
the violence of war she continues to say, “Pete and I always said no tears…he said, if I get
killed off, you just go right ahead and don’t cry, but get married again.”63 Montag gets so
upset at the disinterest in the militarization of the world, he yells, “Why doesn’t someone
want to talk about it!”64 Bradbury wanted to spur a rational dialogue on war and the
justification for use of violence to achieve American sociopolitical aims. He was, “frightened
by the new atomic world and potential consequences of what society would do with modern
technology.”65 It is true that there was a trend of, “general absence of Cold War politics from
1950s television programming [which] may have been a response to the horrifying nature of
the subject.”66 Paul Boyer, in By the Bombs Early Light talks about a cooling off period where
the subject of nuclear war and military build up was taboo, immediately proceeding WWII
(but this trend was quickly reversed).67 Today, WWII seems like a major force that could not
have possibly been “pushed under the rug”, but the sheer horror of war made it difficult to
swallow for people living at that time.
In Fahrenheit 451 we were given a glimpse into how Americans showed both
ignorance and anxiety when facing the hostile and aggressive geopolitical stressors of the 50s.
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When it was written, the novel showed the American public the dangers of engaging in such a
tense quasi-war like the Cold War; it could lead to the American public being shut off from
activism and desensitized to the horrors of war that was a political reality. However, even in
the face of all the negative geopolitical stress that came with the dropping of the Atomic
Bomb and the beginning of the Cold War, there was a movement in America to cast these
developments in a positive light.
Fahrenheit 451 plays on the fears of American nuclear war possibilities somewhat
favorably. This positive trend is often something that is lost in our historical understanding of
this time period. However, the novel astutely captures the philosophical reasons why some
may have seen the militarized society in such a positive way. In Fahrenheit 451, Montag’s
group of outcast intellectuals are “waiting for the war to begin and quickly end…when the
war’s over, [then] perhaps we can be of some use” and after a quick scene of “bombs drifting
with dreadful swiftness” the city is utterly destroyed.68 The intellectuals in the novel see the
bomb as a positive thing and use the well-known phoenix motif to talk about the city. They
quickly realize that it is now their opportunity to use this as “a time to build up.”69 This
positive view of the atomic bomb complicated the geopolitical stress of the 1950s and helps
bring a new dimension to understanding the Cold War. The reverberations of the Cold War
have been well documented; this idea of happiness, peace, and confidence in the face of the
Atomic Bomb and further militarization of 1950s society is no exception. According to John
Mueller’s study on “Expectations of War During the Cold War,” he noted that “although war
optimists (as doves) think the hydrogen bomb should not be used and should be restricted by
international agreement, they nevertheless are optimistically inclined to think its existence
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makes war less likely,” and by implication are happy to lend legitimacy to the arms race.70
These positive feelings are confirmed by Paul Boyer when he talks about how some
Republicans at that time thought that dropping the bomb was “morally praiseworthy.”71 Boyer
goes on to talk about all of the inventive things (like atomic cars, artificial suns, etc…) that
were dreamt up along with the highly militaristic geopolitical reality.72 Additionally, an
upbeat article in the St. Luis Post-Dispatch in 1945 declared, “imagination leaps forward to
visualize the use of atomic power for man’s comfort and enjoyment in generations to come.”73
Fahrenheit 451 is valuable because it does a great job at showing both sides of the political
debate. It artfully tackles the varying feelings surrounding the implications of the atomic
bomb, as evidenced by Montag’s exasperation at the bombers to the wives nonchalance. All
of this culminates in a nuanced showcasing of the rise of technologically that was motivated
by an aggressive geopolitical climate. The novel also showcases the issues surrounding the
rise of mass culture in the 1950s and gives the audience an unprecedented critique of
American social thought.
Mass culture and TV cemented a strong bond in the 1950s when Bradbury was writing
his novel. Yes, there was once genuine concern over this idea of mass culture and
homogenization through TV and the suburban ideal. To help put this invasion of TV into
perspective, when Bradbury was writing in 1945 there were 10,000 TV sets in the U.S. By
1950 there were 5,500,000 TV sets which constitutes a 550% increase!74 TV was centered
around a “new visuality, there was a growing emphasis on appearing bright, fresh, and new”
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and it “toppled old values and rolled over traditional hierarchies.”75 This view of TV is most
clearly represented in Mildred, Guy’s wife in Fahrenheit 451. She describes the characters in
her TV programs as “my family…they tell me things; I laugh, they laugh! And the colors!”76
She even installed a converter that “automatically supplied her name whenever the announcer
addressed his anonymous audience.”77 She constantly nags Montag to use 1/3 of his salary to
build a 4th wall of a TV so she could be completely surrounded and inundated by “exotic
people.”78 In The Dark Ages, Marty Jezer confirms that “no other single force has as much
effect in socializing the American people, in shaping their tastes, habits” while also,
“smoothing out their regional and ethnic differences as did television.”79 While this seems
like a fatalistic approach to TV, this mode of thinking was prevalent in Bradbury’s time.
Fahrenheit 451 is such a groundbreaking novel because Bradbury keenly exploits
social norms that he wants to criticize by using extreme characters (like Mildred) to critique
society. Cotkin furthers the idea that, “the new medium of television promoted middle-class
cultural values as normative through commercials and family-oriented shows.”80 When asked
about the reality of Fahrenheit 451, Bradbury has repeatedly said that he was trying to warn
that constant simplifications of visual and print media would force “total culture to [become]
ignorant and idiotic.” He believes mass thought contributes to a totalitarian concept where
society is “at the beck and call of everyone with a flimsy idea.”81 Many scholars posit that TV
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and visual advertising helped promote mass produced consumer items, which helped only to
further the mass homogenization that Fahrenheit 451 cautions against.
Cheap products produced in bulk and sold to the masses as “must have” items helped
lead to mass homogenization and conformity in the 1950s. The economic boom after WWII
when Fahrenheit 451 was written is evidenced by the fact that “household furnishings and
appliance purchases climbed 240 percent…the median family income rose 30 percent in
purchasing power and the suburban population increased at a faster rate than the general
population.”82 There was a huge market for mass produced goods, but “prosperity was
eroding the class identity of the American worker.”83 In Montag’s world, there are “twohundred-foot-long billboards in the country” and the virtue, “the bigger the market…the less
you handle controversy” reigns supreme.84 Even religion in Fahrenheit 451 is subject to mass
commercialization when priests make “veiled references to certain commercial products that
every worshiper absolutely needs.”85Anywhere Montag goes he feels like he is “vomited
upon” with advertising (i.e. Denham’s Dentifrice) and recognizes that advertising is trying to
sell everyone on conformity through products that “level down” and help everyone agree.86
Bradbury was using Fahrenheit 451 to wake America up to show the concerning view that,
for example, “Europeans saw Americans as ‘a race of materialists…successes are described in
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terms of automobiles and not in terms of worthwhile cultural works of any kind. Spiritual and
intellectual values were deemed to be almost nonexistent in our country.”87
Mass culture, fed by the amazing power of the American workers to create mass
products at a rate of production that grew 50% from 1947-1953, was seen as a possible
avenue to “totalitarianism by cheapening life, by denying to human beings ‘any real satisfying
experience.’”88 This novel complicates the romanticized vision of the 1950s as a utopia by
assuming that mass consumption and productivity that led to consumer wealth is always a
good thing. Fahrenheit 451 showed it as hedonism and ignorance joined. Mildred and Guy’s
hedonistic society would have resonated with readers from the 50s and made them realize that
America in the 1950s was not too far off from the unsettling society in Fahrenheit 451.
Bradbury was able to use his characters to showcase the consequences of mass culture as it
relates to the numbing of individuals in American society.
Bradbury does not stop at showing Americans how it is it wrong to buy in to the
mindless consumer culture just by the virtue of it crushing individuality and leading to boring
materialism. Fahrenheit 451 demonstrates the issue of adolescent rebellion and suburban
unhappiness as a result of mass cultural expectations in the 50s. In 1954, adolescents and stay
at home mothers needed to conform to the ideal of having goals or run the risk of “get[ting]
nowhere simply because they do not know where they want to go. They have no clear-cut,
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precisely defined purpose.”89 Bradbury exploits this rise in unhappiness and rebellion in these
two disenfranchised groups (adolescents and suburbanites) when he talks about how “a car
full of children, all ages…out whistling, yelling, hurrahing” who saw Montag and thought
“Let’s get him” and made a game out of trying to hit him with the car.90 In Bradbury fashion,
he is able to use an extreme character, Clarisse, to demonstrate and call out the current issue
of adolescent rebellion that he saw around him while he was writing Fahrenheit 451.
The deeper issue that Fahrenheit 451 explores is that of a society that is unfeeling and
uncompassionate. This novel illuminates the concerns of society when Clarisse tells Montag
how the isolationist school system has made her “afraid of children my own age. They kill
each other…six of my friends have been shot.” She’s even deemed abnormal because she
doesn’t “bully people around or break windowpanes.”91 In America in the 1940s and 50s the
growing rate of adolescent rebellion showed that “the young were learning the underlying
values of postwar society while ignoring the glossy suburban image.”92 Families that gave
into this mass culture idea of suburbia allowed the “fragmentation of the family…with the
decline of agriculture [and] small towns.”93 This interpretation complicates the oftencherished fantasy that to have achieved American suburban life in the 50s was equal to selfactualization. Guy and Mildred too live in a neighborhood with rows of tract houses where
everyone is self-absorbed and keeps to themselves. As far as Fahrenheit 451 acts as a broad
look at the issues of mid-century America, it’s clear that Mildred’s unhappiness shows in her
numerous attempts to kill herself and the EMTs response that (in regard to suburban suicides)
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“got so many, starting a few years ago, we had the special machines built.”94 Mildred simply
wakes up and goes about her business, ignoring her suicide attempt and not wanting to even
admit it to Guy. This scene is telling in that it brings out the prevailing thought that in the 50s
that, “no allowances are made for individual idiosyncrasies” so speaking out about
unhappiness was not as suitable as it is today.95 Part of this unhappiness could be seen by
people in the “1950s [who] not only face internal conflicts, they must also deal with the
difficulties of the ‘compartmentalized self.’…the domestic self, the business self, the religious
self…housed in one body but remain strangers to one another.’”96 This is just as suburbia and
mass culture has dictated that Mildred should concentrate on her fake family, which leads to
her isolation from Guy. Mass culture and homogenization in the 1950s led to unprecedented
pressure to conform, which is one of the Cold War values that dictated American political life
and is so clearly shown in Fahrenheit 451.
Cold War politics, polarization, and conformity were at its height in 1953 when
Fahrenheit 451 was published. As mentioned previously, Bradbury’s status as a liberal
thinker during this conservative age put him at a precarious position to speak out about
McCarthyism and Cold War political conformity that worried many Americans. The era of
McCarthyism thrived on mass spectacle, a theme that is confronted in the novel as well.
Montag notes that, “always at night the alarm comes. Never by day!” and convincingly
purposes that the reason is, “more spectacle, a better show?”97 When they stop to burn
Montag’s house, the equivalent of a government worker being put on trial by the House UnAmerican Committee in the 1950s, the “lights flickered on and house doors opened all down
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the street, to watch the carnival set up.”98 Even when Montag is on the run the government
pushes “thousands of faces to peer into yards.”99 Just like the typical ending to most
McCarthy cases, an innocent man is killed in Montag’s place.100Fahrenheit 451 gives readers
an inside look at the steps and processes that showcase the persecution under McCarthyism. It
gives us a glimpse at a totalitarian consumer society. An article that recounts the victimization
supported by McCarthy and his thugs found the, “House Un-American Activities Committee
hearings were mass spectacles of the media where people would confess and then
‘demonstrate their rehabilitation to prove their allegiance to the new world order of cold war
domestic conformity.’” Furthermore, the “Committee's theatrical politics borrowed from the
spectacle of game shows that came into their heyday with the advent of TV,” which shows
how closely Cold War politics were connected with mass culture and homogenization of
thought.101 Fahrenheit 451 critiques two major facts of life that were dear to audiences in the
50s: TV and Communist ousting as shown by Mildred’s obsession with her “walls” and the
bigger issue of hunting out the subversive book readers. The Committee hearings came at an
especially bad time for those who were accused because with “television, it seemed almost
impossible not to be touched in some way by the barrage of official and unofficial Cold War
publicity.”102 Government secrecy, as an extension of other abuses, worried Americans.
On top of the reverberations from the McCarthy hearings, government secrecy was an
issue that shaped American minds during the 50s. Montag’s flight from the city borrows its
context from the “right to know” movement. This was basically the call from the public for
98
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freedom and transparency of information from governmental organizations that occurred in
the early 1950s. Bradbury was concerned that the “American press ‘voluntarily’ withheld
information for patriotic reasons”, so through the killing of an innocent man in Montag’s case
he gave American’s a classic example of why freedom of information should always be
respected.103 The real tragedy of McCarthyism was the affect of the “us vs. them” polarity that
was created out of this mass spectacle.
In a “nation that was ready for witch hunts” a paranoia-fueled toxic divide formed
between those who were loyal to the United States and its mission in the Cold War and those
that were supposedly subversive. True, this witch-hunt mentality did build a community by
excluding some as “other”, but this destructive mode of building bonds for an exclusive group
was troubling. This split parallels the gap in Fahrenheit 451 between the hedonistic pleasure
seekers that never questioned the government and the subversive book reading intellectuals.104
The McCarthy period pushed Americans to view, “all non-Americans as undifferentiated
‘foreigners,’ different from us but like each other” thanks to the government using “culture as
a form of political persuasion and the even greater onus placed on propaganda” during the
Cold War.105 In Fahrenheit 451 insidious propaganda by the government led neighbors to
report each other for being subversive. It even convinced Mildred to call an alarm on Guy
because of the irrational fear that she holds (instilled by the government) to the contradictory
ideas in books.106 The fire captain Beatty can be seen as the most closely identifiable figure to
McCarthy. He comes to Montag’s house to reassert the importance of the book burning
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(subversive idea destroying) profession. Beatty rails against “books” which can easily be
replaced with the word “subversive thinkers” and it’s right back to the 1950s witch-hunt
culture that Bradbury was satirizing. To Beatty, books “say nothing” and ruin the idea that
“we must all be alike” as he goes on to assert that firemen need to keep the public happy by
not allowing diverse opinions. For example, if “you don’t want a man unhappy politically,
don’t give him two sides…give him none.”107Fahrenheit 451 critiques the silencing of
Communist opinions during the difficult Red Scare era. In the novel, when someone is found
with books the police come in and “adhesive-tape the victim’s mouth” and the firemen berate
the subversive people for holding books and thinking that they can defy the law that demands
conformity.108
Finally, when Montag is revealed as a subversive who likes to read books he is forced
to flee to the hobo camps. These are located on the outskirts of the cities where people with
Harvard degrees have been hunted and exiled from the cities. This is a visual representation of
the “us vs. them” polarity and shows that Bradbury’s characters basically meet the same fate
as those whose careers were ruined during the McCarthy era.109 These “blacklisted”
intellectuals are similar to the “Hollywood Ten” who were “‘unfriendly’ witnesses who
refused to answer HUAC’s questions on the grounds that their First Amendment rights
protected them from being questioned about their political beliefs.” There were also 208
actors who were blacklisted just for supporting the Hollywood Ten.110 Fahrenheit 451 also
pokes fun at the idea of the loyalty oaths through characters like Beatty who constantly
harasses and lecture’s Montag to make sure that he remains committed and loyal to upholding
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the fireman’s oath. The real United States Federal loyalty oaths were created in, “March
1947…a program that would dismiss any federal employee found to be disloyal” and required
employees to sign a contract that they will be faithful to American values.111 The well
documented clash of ideology and cultures between American democracy and freedom versus
Communist repression pushed the government to turn to bureaucracy to promote “home-front
mobilization” through patriotism that turned common American’s into Communist ousters.112
It was difficult being an American intellectual during the Red Scare because even the
Office of Education created a program of “Zeal for Democracy” that attempted to distort and
bias education (through purges and biased material) that created a hoard of young children
who were overly fearful of Communism.113 Fahrenheit 451 helped to throw the dehumanizing
Communist witch-hunts back in the face of overzealous patriots by painting a world that had
been extrapolated out with leaders like Joseph McCarthy. The mass spectacle of the
accusations and trials, thanks to the mass culture movement, only served to make the “us vs.
them” polarity more resilient. All of this came at a time when Americans needed to come
together to have a civilized discourse on the validity of differing opinions. Fahrenheit 451
helped to call out those Americans who allowed the government to reign supreme during the
McCarthy Cold War era.
In a contemporary sense, the novel helps to caution American’s against extreme and
sensational political movements that obscure true democracy. Fahrenheit 451 allows 21st
century readers a chance to step back from our heavily inundated advertising culture. The
novel is so relevant today because we have seen an even stronger trend toward self-absorption
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with social media. This growth creates a false feeling of virtual friendship, which devalues
true human connection; this is something that anti-isolationist Clarisse McClellan would have
railed against.114 In the same vein, the sensational 24 hour news networks that have taken a
hold of rational political discourse as predicted by Bradbury have felt a pushback from, for
example, the recent Washington, DC “Rally to Restore Sanity” that had a record turnout.115
The novel allows us to evaluate the militaristic world as it is today, to see the similarities and
potential outcomes of unrestrained aggression. The crises and ongoing violence in the Middle
East forces Americans today to live in that constantly violent culture that Montag despised.
Most importantly to Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451 helps us realize that the publics
willingness to support the decline of reading and library usage will lead to a hedonistic and
ignorant society. This has manifested even more today, with the current rate of technology
and varying ways that students are seeking information. In a tangible sense, “fourty-one
percent of states report declining state funding for U.S. public libraries in fiscal year 2009”
with some budgets being slashed up to 30%.116 Contemporary America is really the
beneficiary of the world that Bradbury was satirizing.
Fahrenheit 451 is an absolute historical goldmine, which is why it is absolutely crucial
to synthesize the interpretations in order to better understand the context of the novel and the
difficult time it which it was written. Ray Bradbury helped to expose America to itself, for
better or worse, when many other authors were afraid to do so. The brilliant way the novel
shows extremes that are easily relatable to the 1950s culture makes it immensely valuable for
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historians who want to learn what people thought about their society. Enough years have
passed since the novel was published that it can be praised for how well it painted the future
while critiquing the realities of society at that time. The combination of the various scholarly
works along with the primary source of Fahrenheit 451 shows how America was shaped and
changed by the ideas of mutually assured destruction, mass homogenization of culture, and
Cold War strife.

